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Administrators and politicians in the European Union gave a sigh of relief when Ireland's recent referendum gave the green light for expansion, allowing potentially ten more states to join the EU within a couple of years. But the prospect presents a mixed future: on one hand greater opportunities for common policies, collaboration and expansion of the single market, but on the other a widening of deep divisions between states on particular issues, nowhere more strongly than on the issue of genetically modified crops. Expansion of the EU now looks set to take place but the major efforts to develop common policies continue to be stymied by national differences, no more so than in on the issue of genetically modified (GM) crops, as Nigel Williams reports. But other moves are aiming to draw together Europeans in an effort to exploit closer collaboration as Michael Gross reports below. No new GM crops have been approved by the EU since 1998 because existing rules were deemed to lax. But the new EU law means that tough rules on the labelling and traceability of GM food are on the way. That means that the seven member countries that are sceptical about the technology are running out of reasons to keep the ban in place. Public unease at the safety of GM food led the states, including France and Italy, to put the EU's entire approval process for new products on ice. The seven did suggest that they would rescind the ban when the new rules came into force.
Several applications from biotech companies have been on hold
The British government, in particular, and the European Commission have made no secret of their desire to see the moratorium ended. The UK fears that its biotechnology industry is being stymied by the delay, while the commission is worried that it will be sued by disgruntled US firms that have been kept out of the European market. Britain and the commission are now waiting for the seven opposing counties to come on board.
But that failed to happen at a meeting of Europe's council of agricultural ministers. New proposals have been drawn up by the Danish presidency, which have been separated into two concerns: labelling and traceability and food and animal feed. Their hope is that these will provide safety testing and consumer choice. With these issues raised, the Commission thought that the path would be clear for the introduction of GM crops.
There are also clear signs that consumers are not yet happy to accept the new foods. There is distrust of the food industry and official regulators, following numerous scares from Salmonella, through to Escherichia coli, to bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE or mad cow disease). The commission proposed that all food containing more than 1 per cent of GM products should automatically be labelled, but Sweden insists on 'zero tolerance', Austria and Italy called for tighter limits while France and others back the Commission. The Danish presidency also proposed that individual states should be allowed temporarily to authorise the sale of new GM products. This would have allowed small amounts of GM foods to be sold in Europe for three years without being labelled. But this proposal also fell flat.
The whole process is now set to go to more meetings later this month and then to conciliation. For the companies and the Commission, the slow and twisting European road to legal acceptance of GM crops gets ever more bogged down.
The companies are prepared to hang in because the European market is so large and potentially lucrative. They accept that even if member states do eventually agree on regulatory labelling and all the other outstanding issues next year, some countries may never allow them to be grown commercially for domestic political reasons. Like the euro, GM crops may never be acceptable in some countries.
The best hope of supporters of the introduction of GM crops is that, as more countries around the world pass legislation allowing the crops to be grown and sold, so Europe will become politically and technologically isolated. Given Europe's strong consumer protection laws, they believe consumers will eventually come to trust the food and that member states will have no scientific or social excuse left to stop them. But they also know that even when European politicians do reach agreement, the decision on whether to let farmers grow the crops will eventually still come down to national politics and any country, even within the expanded and more powerful European Union, will still be able to say no to any such developments.
